Quality Programs

USDA ORGANIC
The Food Source will meet any organic requirements that your customers expect

KOSHER
The Food Source will meet any Kosher requirements

NON-GMO PROJECT
We're ready to source ingredients that don't include genetically modified organisms

GLOBAL FOOD SAFETY INITIATIVE (GFSI)
This initiative works to enhance food safety during every step of the process, from sourcing to distribution

GOOD MANUFACTURING PROCESS (GMP)
The Food Source uses the GMP for high-quality products

HAZARD ANALYSIS & CRITICAL CONTROL POINTS (HACCP)
We use the HACCP system to reduce the risk of unafe products as the result of our production processes

GLUTEN-FREE
The Food Source will develop your flavor or seasoning to meet gluten-free standards

VEGAN
We cater to the needs of vegan products

Production Capabilities

The Food Source applies experience, imagination, and passion to our seasoning development. This creative approach is carried through to the finished product thanks to our superior production capabilities.

FACILITY
The Food Source seasonings are crafted in a new, state-of-the-art GFSI-certified facility. This 100,000-square-foot processing facility is where your custom seasonings will be manufactured to your standards, including Organic, Kosher, Vegan, gluten-free and Non-GMO Project verifiable.

EQUIPMENT
Within the facility we are equipped with over 20 stainless steel double ribbon blenders with various capacities, each in a dedicated temperature controlled room.

PACKAGING
Customizable packaging is an ease with multiple vertical and horizontal packaging lines, as well as bulk packaging with the ability to fill from grams to 2000 lb. super-sacks. Experience how The Food Source's production capabilities allow us to manufacture your carefully crafted seasoning.

Custom Blending & Plating
Continuous Steam Treatment
Size Reduction
Laser Sorting
Dedicated Plantings
Vertical Form, Fill & Seal
(1 oz.-10 lbs.)
Horizontal Form, Fill & Seal
(1 g-4 oz.)
Scale Fill for Food Service
(1 oz.-10 lbs.)
Toyo stand-up gusset filling
(4.75-10.25”W x 5.12-15.75”H)
Seasoning

Achiote Seasoning, SK
Aged Cheddar and Beer Seasoning, SK/DP
Aged White Cheddar and Sour Cream Seasoning, SK/DP
Aged White Cheddar Seasoning, SK/SU/DP
Alfredo Instant Sauce Mix, SU
Ancho Adobo Seasoning, SK/RB
Ancho Chile Seasoning, SK/RB
Ancho Spice Blend, SK/RB/IC/BK
Apple Cinnamon Seasoning, SK/RB/IC/BK
Apple Crisp Seasoning, SD/DP
Asiago Seasoning, SK/DP
Asian Citrus Seasoning, SK/DR
Asian Ginger Sesame Seasoning, SK/MN/DR

Bacon Cheddar Seasoning, SK/BK/DP
Bacon Habanero Seasoning, SK/IN
Bacon Horseradish Cheddar Seasoning, SK/DP
Bacon Seasoning, SK/IN
Baja Spinach Seasoning, SK/IN
Balsamic Sweet Onion Seasoning, SK/MN/SD
Balsamic Vinegar and Rosemary Seasoning, SK/MN/SD
Balsamic Vinegar and Salt Seasoning, SK
Balsamic Vinegar Seasoning, SK
Barbecue Seasoning, SK/MN/SU/RB
Basil Lime Seasoning, SK/MN
Bean Seasoning, SP/SD
Beef & Burger Rub, RB
Beer Marinade Blend, MN
Bibimbap Seasoning, SK/IN/SD
Birthday Cake Seasoning, SK/DP
Black Bean Dip Seasoning, DP
Black Bean Seasoning, SK/SP/SD/DP
Black Truffle & Olive Oil Seasoning, SK
Black Truffle & Sea Salt Seasoning, SK/RB,IN,BK
Black Truffle and Rosemary Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Black Truffle and Herb Seasoning, SK/RB,IN,BK
Blue Cheese Port Wine Seasoning, SK/DP
Blue Cheese Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Breakfast Sausage Seasoning, SK/IN/SD
Seasoning
Brown Sugar and Cinnamon Seasoning, SK/RB/BK
Brussel Sprout Seasoning, SK/SD
Buffalo Blue Cheese Seasoning, SK/IN/DR/DP
Buffalo Blue Salsa Seasoning, SK/DP
Buffalo Cheddar Seasoning, SK/IN/DP
Buffalo Ranch Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Buffalo Seasoning, SK/MN/IN/DR/DP
Butter and Herb Seasoning, SK/SU/SD
Butter Seasoning, SK/BK
Buttery Cheese Seasoning, SK

C
Caesar Seasoning, SK/MN/DR/DP
Cajun Blackened Seasoning, SK/RB
Cajun Seasoning, SK/RB
Caramel Flavored Sea Salt, BK
Caramel Seasoning, SK/BK
Caramelized Onion & Gorgonzola Seasoning, SK/DP
Caramelized Onion Seasoning, SK
Caramelized Sugar Seasoning, SK/RB
Caribbean Black Bean Soup Seasoning, SP
Caribbean Jerk Seasoning, SK/MN/RB/IN
Cauliflower Seasoning, SK/SD
Chai Seasoning, SK/SD/BK
Cheddar and Sour Cream Seasoning, SK/DP
Cheddar Bacon Seasoning, SK/DP
Cheddar Cheese Seasoning, SK/IN/DP
Cheddar Horseradish Seasoning, SK/IN/DP
Cheddar-Blue Cheese Seasoning, SK/IN/DP
Cheese and Garlic Seasoning, SK/IN/DP
Cheese Burger Macaroni Mix, EN
Cheese Curl Seasoning, SK
Cheese Sauce, SU
Cheesy Garlic Bread Seasoning, SK/BK
Chicken Confit Seasoning, SK/EN
Chicken Gravy Mix, SU
Chicken Spice Blend, RB
Chile Lemon Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Chile Lime Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Seasoning

Chipotle Mango Ranch Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Chipotle Ranch Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Chipotle Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Chocolate Caramel Sea Salt Seasoning, SK
Chocolate Cherry Seasoning, SK
Chocolate Seasoning, SK
Chorizo Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Churro Seasoning, SK/SD
Cilantro Lime Seasoning, SK/MN
Cinnamon Blend, SK/RB/IN/BK
Cinnamon Caramel Seasoning, SK
Cinnamon Sugar Seasoning, SK/DR/IN/BK
Citrus Ginger Seasoning, SK/MN,DR
Classic Pizza Seasoning, SK
Coconut Curry Seasoning, SK/RB/SD
Coconut Seasoning, SK/IN/BK
Coney Island Style Hot Dog Seasoning, SK/EN
Country Chicken Seasoning, SK/RB/EN
Cracked Pepper and Pecorino Seasoning, SK/RB
Cream Cheese Seasoning, SK/DP
Creamy Chipotle Pepper Instant Sauce Mix, SK/RB/EN
Creamy Dill Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Creamy Sriracha Sweet Chile Seasoning, SK/MN
Cuban Mojo Seasoning, SK/MN/IN
Cucumber Dill Seasoning, SK/MN/DP
Curried Lime Seasoning, SK/RB
Curry Blend, SK/RB

Dark Chocolate Chipotle Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Dark Chocolate Pomegranate Seasoning, SK
Dark Chocolate Seasoning, SK/BK
Dijon Mustard Seasoning, SK/MN/DP
Dill Dip Seasoning, SK
Dill Pickle Seasoning, SK
Dirty Popcorn Seasoning, SK
Seasoning

E
Everything Bagel Seasoning, SK/BK
Extreme Heat Chile Pepper Seasoning, SK/RB/IN

F
Farmer's Market Herb Seasoning, SK/IN/BK
Festive Seasoning, SK
Feta & Black Olive Seasoning, SK
Feta Cheese Seasoning, SK/DP
Fire Roasted Garlic Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Fire Roasted Green Chile Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Fire Roasted Tomato Seasoning, SK
Flaming Hot Seasoning, SK/IN
Foaming Cappuccino Dairy Mix, BB
French Toast Seasoning, SK/BK
French Vanilla Flavored Sea Salt, BK
French Vanilla Seasoning, SK
Fresh Coconut Seasoning, SK/MN

G
Garam Masala Seasoning, SK/MN
Garden Ranch Seasoning, SK
Garden Salsa Seasoning, SK/SU/DP
Garden Vegetable Seasoning, SK/DP
Garden Tomato and Basil Seasoning, SK/IN/DP
Garlic & Onion Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Garlic and Greens Seasoning, SK/IN
Garlic Butter Seasoning, SK/MN
Garlic Herb Seasoning, SK/RB/IN/BK
Garlic Onion & Cumin Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Garlic Parmesan Seasoning, SK
Garlic Seasoning, SK/RB/IN/BK
Garlic Topping, RB/BK
Garlic Vegetable Dip Seasoning, DP
Ghee Type Butter Seasoning, SK
Ginger Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Goat Cheese Basil and Garlic Seasoning, SK/DP
Seasoning

Grape Jelly Type Seasoning, SK
Greek Style Feta and Spinach seasoning, SK/DP
Green Chile Seasoning, SK/IN
Grilled Cheese and Bacon Seasoning, SK
Grilled Cheese Seasoning, SK
Grilled Spice Blend, SK/RB/IN
Guacamole Seasoning, SK/DP
Guajillo Pepper Sauce Seasoning, SU

Habanero Lime Seasoning, SK/RB
Habanero Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Ham Seasoning, SK/MN/RB
Harissa Seasoning, SK/SU
Hash Brown Potato Seasoning, SD
Hatch Chile Cheese Seasoning, SK
Hatch Chile Seasoning, SK/IN
Havarti Dill Seasoning, SK/DP
Hawaiian Barbecue Seasoning, SK/MN
Herb and Spice Medley Grinder Seasoning, RB/IN
Herbed Popcorn Seasoning, SK
Honey Balsamic Seasoning, SK/MN
Honey Barbecue Seasoning, SK/SU
Honey Butter Seasoning, SK
Honey Chipotle Seasoning, SK/SU
Honey Dijon Seasoning, SK/MN/SU
Honey Garlic Seasoning, SK/MN
Honey Ginger Seasoning, SK/MN
Honey Mustard & Onion Seasoning, SK
Honey Mustard Seasoning, SK/SU
Honey Roasted Seasoning, SK
Honey Seasoning, SK/MN/SU
Honey Sriracha Seasoning, SK/SU
Hot and Spicy Seasoning, SK
Hot Cheese Seasoning, SK/DP
Hot Curry Seasoning, SK/RB
Hot Dog Seasoning, SK/IN/EN
Hot Habanero Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Seasoning

Hot Jalapeno Seasoning, SK/IN
Hot Pepper Sauce Seasoning, SU
Hot Ranch Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Hot Sauce Seasoning, SK/SU/DP
Hummus Seasoning, SK/DP

Instant Brown Gravy Mix, SU
Instant Chicken Gravy Mix, SU
Instant Chocolate Mousse Mix, SD
Instant Custard Mix, SD
Instant French Vanilla Mousse Mix, SD
Instant Hollandaise Sauce Mix, SU
Instant Milk Chocolate Mousse, SD
Instant Mousse Mix no flavor, SD
Instant Pork Gravy Mix, SU
Instant Turkey Gravy Mix, SU
Italian (Beefy) Spice Blend, RB/IN
Italian Bruschetta Seasoning, SK/SD
Italian Seasoning, SK/RB/BK

Jalapeno Cheddar Seasoning, SK/DP
Jalapeno Chipotle Seasoning, SK/DP
Jalapeno Dip Seasoning, DP
Jalapeno Lime Seasoning, SK
Jalapeno Mango Seasoning, SK
Jalapeno Popper Seasoning, SK/SD
Jalapeno Ranch Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Jalapeno Salsa Seasoning, SK/SU
Jalapeno Seasoning, SK/EN
Jalapeno Tarragon Seasoning, SK/MN/SU
**Seasoning**

**K**
- Kale and Roasted Garlic, *SK/IN*
- Kale Rosemary and Roasted Garlic Seasoning, *SK/IN*
- Kansas City Style Barbecue Seasoning, *SK/SU*
- Kebab Seasoning, *SK/RB/EN*
- Ketchup Seasoning, *SK/SU*
- Kimchi Seasoning, *SK/EN*
- Korean Barbecue Seasoning, *SK/MN/SU*

**L**
- Lemon Butter Seasoning, *SK/MN*
- Lemon Sea Salt Seasoning, *SK/RB*
- Lemon Seasoning, *SK*
- Lemongrass Coconut Seasoning, *SK/MN*
- Lime Seasoning, *SK*
- Loaded Baked Potato Seasoning, *SK/SD*

**M**
- Macaroni and Cheese Blend, *SK/SD*
- Madras Curry Seasoning, *SK/RB*
- Malt Vinegar and Salt Seasoning, *SK*
- mango Chipotle Salsa Seasoning, *SK/DP*
- Mango Habanero Seasoning, *SK*
- Mango Harissa Seasoning, *SK*
- Maple Bacon Seasoning, *SK/SD*
- Maple Brown Sugar Seasoning, *SK/MN*
- Maple Chipotle Seasoning, *SK*
- Maple Ginger Soy Seasoning, *SK*
- Maple Sausage Seasoning, *SK/IN*
- Maple Spice Seasoning, *SK/RB/BK*
- Maple Sugar Cinnamon Seasoning, *SK/RB/BK*
- Margherita Pizza Seasoning, *SK*
- Mediterranean Grinder Seasoning, *RB*
- Mediterranean Herb & Olive Oil Seasoning, *RB*
- Mediterranean Herb Blend, *SK/RB/IN/BK*
- Mediterranean Seasoning, *SK*
- Mesquite Barbecue Seasoning, *SK/MN/SU*
Seasoning

Mexican Grinder Seasonings, RB
Mexican Nacho Seasoning, SK
Mild Spicy Seasoning, SK/RB/BK
Mirepoix Seasoning, SP
Monterey Jack Seasoning, SK
Mozzarella Seasoning, SK

Nacho Cheese Seasoning, SK/DP
Nacho Chipotle Seasoning, SK/DP
Nori Sesame Seasoning, SK

Olive Oil Lemon and Feta Seasoning, SK
Onion Seasoning, SK/BK
Onion Soup Mix, SP
Orange and Lime Seasoning, SP
Organic Aged White Cheddar Seasoning, SK
Organic Ancho Adobo Seasoning, SK/RB
Organic Bacon Horseradish Cheddar Seasoning, SK/DP
Organic Bacon Type Seasoning, SK/SD
Organic Barbecue Seasoning, SK/SU
Organic Bean Seasoning, SK/SU
Organic Black Truffle Salt Seasoning, SK/SD
Organic Butter Salt, SK/RB
Organic Butter Seasoning, SK/MN
Organic Cacao Coconut Caramel Seasoning, SK
Organic Cacao Coconut Chai Seasoning, SK
Organic Cajun Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Organic Caramel Chai Seasoning, SK
Organic Caribbean Jerk Seasoning, SK/RB
Organic Chai Seasoning, SK/BK
Organic Cheddar and Broccoli Seasoning, SK
Organic Cheddar Jalapeno Seasoning, SK/DP
Seasoning

Organic Cheddar Seasoning, SK
Organic Chile Lime Seasoning, SK/RB
Organic Chile Relleno Seasoning, SK
Organic Chipotle Seasoning, SK/RB
Organic Cilantro Lime Seasoning, SK
Organic Cinnamon Sugar Seasoning, SK/BK
Organic Coconut Seasoning, SK/BK
Organic Curry Seasoning, SK/RB
Organic Dill Pickle Seasoning, SK
Organic Fire Roasted Tomato Seasoning, SK
Organic Five Spice Seasoning, SK/RB
Organic Garam Masala Seasoning, SK
Organic Garden Salsa Seasoning, SK/DP
Organic Ginger Snap Cookie Seasoning, SK/BK
Organic Green Chile Seasoning, SK
Organic Honey Butter Seasoning, SK
Organic Jalapeno Lime Seasoning, SK
Organic Jalapeno Seasoning, SK
Organic Kale and Roasted Garlic Seasoning, SK/IN
Organic Korean Barbeque Seasoning, SK/SU
Organic Mango Habanero Seasoning, SK
Organic Mediterranean Herb Seasoning, SK/IN/BK
Organic Mexican Nacho Seasoning, SK
Organic Mild Cheddar Cheese Blend, SK
Organic Nacho Cheese Seasoning, SK/DP
Organic Nacho Chipotle Seasoning, SK
Organic Nacho Seasoning, SK/DP
Organic Non Dairy Parmesan Garlic Seasoning, SK
Organic Non Dairy White Cheddar Type Seasoning, SK
Organic Pizza Seasoning, SK
Organic Ponzu Seasoning, SK
Organic Ranch Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Organic Roasted Onion and Garlic Seasoning, SK/IN/BK
Organic Roasted Red Bell Pepper Seasoning, SK
Organic Rosemary Garlic & Olive Oil Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Organic Rosemary Seasoning, SK
Organic Salty Caramel Seasoning, SK
Seasoning

Organic Sea Salt and Pepper Seasoning, SK
Organic Sea Salt and Vinegar Seasoning, SK
Organic Smokey Chile Seasoning, SK
Organic Sour Cream & Onion Seasoning, SK/DP
Organic Southern Barbecue Seasoning, SK/MN/SU
Organic Spicy Barbecue Seasoning, SK/MN/SU
Organic Spicy Ranch Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Organic Sriracha Seasoning, SK/SU
Organic Sweet & Spicy Thai Seasoning, SK
Organic Sweet and Spicy Ranch Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Organic Sweet Barbecue Seasoning, SK/MN/SU
Organic Taco Seasoning, SK/RB/EN
Organic Teriyaki Seasoning, SK/MN
Organic Tomato and Basil Seasoning, SK
Organic Tuscan Herb Seasoning, SK/RB/BK
Organic Vegan Bacon Seasoning, SK
Organic Vegan Cheese Seasoning, SK
Organic Vegan Parmesan Garlic, SK
Organic Vegan White Cheddar Seasoning, SK
Organic Vegan Ranch Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Organic Vegan Chorizo Seasoning, SK/IN/EN
Organic Vegan Nacho Seasoning, SK
Organic Vegetable Snack Seasoning, SK
Organic Wasabi Ginger Seasoning, SK
Organic Wasabi Seasoning, SK
Organic Wasabi Soy Seasoning, SK
Organic White Cheddar and Cauliflower Seasoning, SK
Organic White Cheddar and Kale Seasoning, SK
Organic White Cheddar Cheese Seasoning, SK

P

Parmesan Asiago Seasoning, SK
Parmesan Cheese Seasoning, SK
Parmesan Garlic Seasoning, SK/DP
Parmesan Pear Seasoning, SK
Parmesan Roasted Garlic Seasoning, SK/DP
Pepperoncini Seasoning, SK
Pepperoni Pizza Seasoning, SK
Seasoning

Peri Peri Seasoning, SK
Pesto Seasoning, SK/MN/IN/DP
Pico de Gallo, SK/SU
Pineapple Habanero Seasoning, SK
Pineapple Seasoning, SK
Pizza Seasoning, SK
Polish Sausage Onion & Mustard Seasoning, SK/IN
Polish Sausage Seasoning, SK/IN
Porcini Rosemary and Olive Oil Seasoning, SK
Port Wine and Brie Seasoning, SK/DP
Poultry Stuffing Seasoning, SD
Pumpkin Pie Seasoning, SK/SD
Pumpkin Spice Seasoning, SK/RB/BK

Ranch Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Red Curry Seasoning, SK/RB
Refried Bean Seasoning, SD
Roasted Beet and Ginger Seasoning, SK
Roasted Garlic Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Rosemary and Olive Oil Seasoning, SK
Rosemary Garlic & Olive Oil Seasoning, SK
Rosemary Truffle Seasoning, SK/RB/IN/BK
Rustic Bruschetta, SK/DP

Saigon Cinnamon Sugar Seasoning, SK/BK
Salsa Picante Seasoning, SK/DP
Salsa Seasoning, SK/DP
Salsa Sour Cream Seasoning, SK/DP
Salsa Verde Seasoning, SK/DP
Salt and Vinegar Seasoning, SK
Salty Caramel Seasoning, SK/BK
Sautéed Mushroom & Onion Seasoning, SK/SD
Savory Herb Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Savory Masala Seasoning, SK
Sea Salt and Apple Cider Vinegar Seasoning, SK
Seasoning

Sea Salt and Black Pepper Seasoning, SK/RB
Sea Salt and Malt Vinegar Seasoning, SK
Sea Salt and Vinegar Seasoning, SK
Seafood Seasoning, RB
Seasoned Herb Seasoning, SK/RB/IN/BK
Seaweed & Toasted Sesame Seasoning Topical, SK
Sesame Ginger Seasoning, SK
Sharp Cheddar Cheese Seasoning, SK
Smoked Ancho Cheddar Seasoning, SK
Smoked Cheddar and Chive Seasoning, SK
Smoked Sea Salt & Cracked Pepper Seasoning, SK/RB/IN/
Smokey Barbecue Seasoning, SK/MN/SU
Smokey White Cheddar Seasoning, SK
Smoky Jalapeno Lime Seasoning, SK
Sofrito Seasoning, SK
Sour Cream and Cheddar Seasoning, SK/DP
Sour Cream and Onion Seasoning, SK/DP
Southern Barbecue Seasoning, SK/MN/SU
Southwest Salsa Seasoning, SK/DP
Southwest Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Southwest Vegetable Blend, IN
Soy Sesame Seasoning, SK
Spicy BBQ, SK
Spicy Ketchup Seasoning, SK/SU
Spicy Southwest Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Spicy Thai Seasoning, SK
Sriracha Seasoning, SK/SU
Steak Sandwich Seasoning, SK/EN
Steak Seasoning, RB
Strawberry Habanero Seasoning, SK
Sun Dried Tomato and Basil Seasoning, SK
Sundried Tomato Seasoning, SK/DP
Supreme Pizza Seasoning, SK
Sweet & Spicy Chile Seasoning, SK/RB
Sweet & Spicy Thai Seasoning, SK
Sweet and Smokey Barbecue Seasoning, SK
Sweet and Spicy Chile Seasoning, SK/RB
Sweet and Spicy Thai Lemongrass Seasoning, SK
Seasoning

Sweet Barbecue Seasoning, SK
Sweet Caramelized Onion Seasoning, SK
Sweet Chile Seasoning, SK/RB/IN
Sweet Habanero Bacon Seasoning, SK
Sweet Heat Seasoning, SK/IN
Sweet Honey Habanero Bacon Seasoning, SK
Sweet Onion Seasoning, SK/RB/IN/BK
Spicy Taco Blend, SK/SU/DP

Tandoori Chicken Seasoning, SK/RB
Tandoori Seasoning, SK
Tart Cherry Greek Yogurt Seasoning, SK/SD
Teriyaki Seasoning, SK/MN/SU
Thai Barbecue Seasoning, SK/MN/SU
Thai Chile Seasoning, SK/RB
Thai Coconut Curry Seasoning, SK
Thai Curry and Kaffir Lime Seasoning, SK
Thai Seasoning, SK/RB
Tikka Masala Seasoning, SK
Tomato Basil Seasoning, SK
Tuscan Herb and Olive Oil Seasoning, SK
Tuscan Herb Seasoning, SK/RB/IN/BK
Tzatziki Seasoning, SK/SU/DP

Vanilla Flavored Sea Salt, BK
Vanilla Seasoning, SK
Vegan Bacon Type Seasoning, SK
Vegan Nacho Seasoning, SK/DP
Vegetable Snack Seasoning, SK/IN
Vegetarian Chicken Seasoning, SK/IN/EN
Vegetarian Hamburger Type Flavor, SK/IN/EN
Vinegar Seasoning, SK
Seasoning

W
Wasabi Ginger Seasoning, SK/DR
Wasabi Ranch Seasoning, SK/DR/DP
Wasabi Seasoning, SK/IN
Wasabi Soy Ginger Seasoning, SK/DR
Wasabi Soy Seasoning, SK
White Cheddar Seasoning, SK
White Pepper Parmesan Seasoning, SK
White Truffle Sea Salt Seasoning, SK/RB/IN/BK

Y
Yellow Mustard Seasoning, SK/SU/DP
Yogurt Seasoning, SK/SD/DP

Z
Zesty Dill Pickle Seasoning, SK
the FOOD SOURCE intl.
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